Information Request form - Jewish Cemetery in Warsaw

Request for Information/Quotation

To: Beis Olam - Jewish Cemetery in Warsaw
   49/51 Okopowa Street
   Warsaw 01-043, Poland
   Tel: (48 22) 838 26 22
   Mobile: (48 602) 693 169
   Email: beis.olam@jewish.org.pl

Date: ___________________________________________________________________________

Requested by: < name and address of researcher >
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

E-mail Address _____________________________________________________________________
(REQUIRED FOR ALL REQUESTS)

Source of Information: Jewish Records Indexing - Poland database

I am interested in more information / photographs for the following gravestone:

SURNAME, Given Name(s)
_________________________________________________________________________________

Photographs – If additional photographs are desired (perhaps of different angles, the back of the gravestone or the general area in which the gravestone is located), these can be obtained from the Director of the Cemetery. The condition of the gravestone and the access for good photographic angles may affect the final results. Accessibility to gravesites may vary due to overgrowth, winter conditions or other circumstances and this may delay the receipt of the desired photographs.

Maintenance of the graves or special requests – The Director will advise what additional care can be given to the gravesite and matzevah and the associated costs.

Visiting the Cemetery – Even with the indexing projects, the irregular rows of matzevot may make it difficult to locate a specific stone. The Director and his staff can provide assistance. It is best to phone in advance for an appointment.

I would like to receive:

[ ] Additional photographs of the front of the gravestone from different angles.
[ ] Photograph of the back of the gravestone (and sides if there is writing or an engraving).
[ ] Photograph of the general location of the gravestone.
[ ] Information on the cost of repairing / straightening the gravestone.
[ ] Rubbing of the gravestone (not always possible)

Upon receipt of your enquiry, the Director will advise the cost. You will be able to pay by bank to bank transfer, Bank or Cashier’s check in U.S. funds or Personal check drawn on a U.S. bank.